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Decision 98-11-044 November 19, 1998 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituth\g Rulemaking OIl the 
Con\n\ission's Proposed Policies Governing 
Restructurhlg California's Electric Services 
Industry and ReforYl\ing Regulation. 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Cornn\issioll'S Proposed Policies Governing 

, Restructuring California's Electric services . 
Industry ~nd Reforming Regulation. 

Rul!i?n\aking 94~p.t-031 
. (Filed April 20, 1994) , 

. @IIDUrBJUlXJ/il~ 
Investigation 94·04-032 
(Filed Ap'ril ~O, 1994) 

OPiNION REGARDING tHE UNIVERSAL NODE IDENTIFIER SYSTEM 
, 

I. Summary 

In Decision (D.) 97-12·090, the COI\\nlisSioh approved the concept of a 
, ,-

universal node identifier (UN I) system (UNIS). Such a system involves the 

assignment of an identifying label or nurnber to every node or service delivery 

point (SDP) on the electric utility's distribution system.' The identifying number 

and the ,\ssociated SDP rccord would then' s~rVC as the point of reference for an 

the parties participating in the transaction occurring at that particular SOP. 

D.97-12-090 authorized the formation of the Unlversa'l Node Identifier 

Systel1\ \Vorking Group (UNISWG), and ditcc~ed the group to address the 

design and implementation issttCS associated with such a system. A meeting of 

the UNIS\VG was convened, and the group subn\itted its recommendations in 

I A node generally refers to the nun\erous points along the path"upOn \vhkh the energy 
flows and which is capable of bciI'lg n'lcasured. (D.97·12·090, p. 7.) The joint'parties 
define the SOP as the end point of the utility distributiOn companies (UOCs) el~tric 
distribution network. 
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the March 25, 1998 Workshop Report to thc Commission.l Cornn\ents to the 

Workshop Reporl ,,,,ere filed, an~ subsequently a joint letter addt:eSsed to the 

Comn\issionets proposed a "preferred alternative" fOr inlplcn\cnting the UNIS. 

Today's dcdsion adopts a UNIS (or PaCific Gas and Ele<:trlc COn\pailY 

(PG&E); San Diego Gas &. Electric Company (SDG&E) and Southern California 

Edisoil cOJnp~ny(SCE). These three UOCs shall within 180 days develop and 
" . " 

~$sign SDp, numbers to each SDP which servcs a dire<:t access end·use clistotli.et. 
" """' ...,' 
These J..JI:>t~ ~han include the sop number in all information exchat\gcs 

"involvh'lg direCt access service requests (OASRs) andl\\etei data management. 
- " ~ 

This decision a}sorequitesthat all electric $crvice providers (ESPs) include 

the SDP nUlnberin all OASR-related and meter data management·ielated 
" " 

infor~\ati()nexchanges, and tha~ all m~ter data" management agents (MDMAs) 

"" include theSDp'nurilber in aU Ineter dahl n\anagen\ent~relatcd inforItlation 

exchangcs. 

II." Background 
In thc"Rep6rt OnThe July 7, 1997 Direct Access Workshop On Retail " 

Sct'tlcmelHs and If\(ornlatiol\ Flow," it was proposed' that common data 

identifiers be adopted to facilitate the tracking and correlation of direct access 
" " 

customers, JllNer instruments, aI\d SOPs. Olle of the suggested data identifiers 

was the UNI. ' 

111(' Commission rccogriizcd in D.97·1i·090 that a window o( opportunity 

exists to adopt and tn\plement a UNI numbering system. This opporturtlty 

aris~s because direCt' access is still in its infancy aI\d some of the impler\lenlation 

details assoCiated whh direct access transactions are still being refined and 

! The \Vorksh6p Report is entitled "Recommcndations for Implementing a UNIS (or 
CalifornIa's ElectridtyMarket." 
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adjusted. D.97-12-090 acknowledged that such a system could enhance the 

ability to track -electricity transactions. (D.97-12-090, p. 9.) 

The UNIS\VG submitted its Workshop Report in response to the 

Commission's direction in D.97-12-090. Nine separate comments were filed in 

response to the Workshop Report.) Subsequently, on August 21, 1998, 
A . . 

16 di(ferel\t entities submi.tted a joint letter to the Comrnissioners, with a <:0PY to 

the service list, regarding their preferred alternative for resolving the issues 

raised in the Workshop Report.4 The preferred ttlternative simplifies the UNI 

number approach while retaining the benefits of such a system, and allows the 

l\umberingsysten\ to be in'tplen\ented in a timely n'larmer. 

III. The Workshop Report . 
In D.97-12-090, the COIllmission approved the UNlS in concept, and 

authorized the {ormation of the UNISWG. The UNISWG was formed to address 

the design and implementation issues <:onc::erning such a system, and was 

directed to address. the following five iss·u('s: 

"l. \Vhat needs to be done in order to secure the cooperation of the 
UDCs, the ESPs, other cntttities providing metering services, 
the SCs (scheduling coordinators), and the ISO (Independent 
System OperAtor), in designing and inlplen\ellting a UNI 
numbering system. 

) The parlies who filed comments to the \Vorkshop Report were: the California Energy 
Commission, Enron, Northern Califomia 1'O\\,er Agency, Office of Ratepa)'er 
Advoc.ltes (ORA), PG&B, SDG&H, Sierra Pacific PO\ .... er Conlpany, and SCE. In 
addition, CcHnel Data Systems, Christia~ Energy, Eastern Pacific Energy, Keystone ' 
Energy, PowcrCom and Utilisis,ilS members of the California Competition Network 
and the Environmel\fal Marketing Group, filed joint comments. 

j The 16 signatories to ,the Joint letter come fronl t~e foHowing organilalions: California 
I~nerg)' COinmissioJl, Ccll~ct Data Systems, I'G&E, Enron, SDG&E, seu, Automated 
Power Exchange, FirslPoint Utility Solutions; ABAG Power, SPURR/REMAC, ORA, 
cT Comnlunications, Green Mountain Energy Hesourccs, L.L.C., Califomia 
Competition Network} Schlumbcrgcr ID.iS, ConnexT, and C3 Communications. 
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"2. Should the UDCs, in cooperation with the ISO and with the 

input of other market participants, develop the database of aU 
SOPs? 

"3. Should a sillgle entity be responsible for maintaining and 
updating the UNI nunlbering system, or should each UOC 
maintain and update a UNl subsystem within its own service 
territory? ~ 

"4. What type of control sy~tems need to be instituted, (lnd by 
whom, in order to use the UNI system for informationa) 
purposes and to detect distribution 'losses? 

"5. How should the expenses associated with the design, 
maintenance anq. ,upkeep of the UNI system be treated?" . 
(0.97-12-090, p. 10.) 

The Energy Divisionhcld a workshop on January 29, 1998 to dISCUSS the 
- . " .. 

above iSsues and to develop a plan (or filing the \Vorkshop Report. The 

. workshop participants developed proposed answers to the questiOt1S and 

selected a drafting team to prepare the report and to h\corporate comments from 

the participants. two subsequent meetings were held 01\ February 19, 1998 and 

March 9, 1998 to tevisethe draft report. The WorkshOp Report was theit 

finalized at a meeting held 01\ March 17, 1998, and submitted to the Commission 

On March 25, 1998. 

The Workshop Report describes the UN[S as "(\ system for assigning a 

unique, permanent, non-intelligent identification number (the UNI number) to 

each service delivery point (SOP) on each electric utility distribution system.'/S 

The \\'orkshop Report defines the SDP ('\s lithe point where regulated pricing of 

retail delivery services ends and the domain of cOJllpelilive end-user products 

and services begins." (\Vorkshop Report, pp. 4, 16.) The Workshop Report 

. 
S The assignment of the SDP occurs only in the database. There Is no physical rabeling 
of each SDP. 
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recommends that the SDP rtXord consist of three attributes: the UNI number, the 

UOC who serves the SDP, and a description of the physical location of the SDP. 

The Workshop Report states that the SDP record could be expanded in the 

future to include other kinds of relevant information. 

The Workshop Report contains the responses of the UNISWG to the five 

questions posed by the COlnn\issioh and are summarized below.' The 

appendkes to the Workshop Report provjde additional information about the 

UNI~ and how it could be implemented. Since -the appendices were not 

discussed much at the UNIS\VG meeHng, they do not represent any consensus 

among the workshop participants. 

In response to the (irst -question, the UNISWG states that in order to 

sCcurcthe cooperation of otherparlies, further effort is needed to identify and 

evaluate the benefits of the UNIS, and to determine the in'plementation 

requireOlents of each of the various parties. In addition) the proposals need to 

(ontain sufficient detail to aHow realistic cost estimates to be developed. 

These further efforts indude additional research, discussion, thinking, Mucatiol\ 

of the parties, and linkages with other working groups/as well as regulatory 

intervelltion by the Commission, the Independent System Operator (ISO) and 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

In response to the second question, the \Vorkshop Report states that 

assuming the Commission decides that the benefits of the UNIS justify its 

implementation, the workshop participants agree that the UOCs should de\'elop 

the SOP datClbase. Input on the design of the UNIS should also be so1ieited from 

other pMties since the design effort should be a collaborative process. The 

Workshop Report also recognizes that the UOCs have different cOllstmints and 

• More detailed explanations of each response can be found in the \V()rkshop Report. 
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existing systems which affect their ability to implement such a system in the 

ncar term. 

Regatding the third question, the Workshop }{eport states that the UOCs 

should be responsible for assigning the UN} numbers and creating the SDP 

records. The workshop participants disagree as to whether a single, third party 

entity should be responsible for Ihaintaining the SDP database and managing 

access to it. The participants re(on\mend that further discussion with an 

relcvantpartiestake pla<.'e to define the rcspOIlsibilities that should beassigned. 

In response to the fourth question, the Workshop Report notes that three 

categories of control systems need to be established. The first systen\ is one to 

. Cl\SUre the proper functioning and integrity of the,UNlS.· The second system is 

to protect the confidentiality of potentially sensitive information. The third 

systell\ is to ensure that the UNIS accolnplishes its intended purposes. 

OJl the fifth question, the workshoppartidpants agree in concept that 

some costs should be recovered by the UOCs in accordance with cluthorized 

expense criteria, and other costs should be recovered front direct access 

participants through the ESPs. The allocation of the costs to these two groups 

should depend 01\ the statement of work that is to be developed {or the UNIS 

and who is identified as being responsible for the design and in"lplementalion 

activities. 

Section 1.2 of the \Vorkshop Report recommends that a process and 

schedule be adopted whereby the UNIS\VG develops specific UNIS proposals 

for the Commission, together with the costs of hllplementing such proposals. 

111e Workshop Report proposes that such a report be filed within four months of 

the submission of the \Vorkshop Report. 

-6-
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IV. Comments On The Workshop Report . 
Although 16 of the parties interested in the UNI isslle have proposed a 

preferred alternative, it is useful to review thecOInn\enls to the workshop report 

because they provide a1\ insight into the kinds of iSS\les the Commission needs 

to be concerned about. Instead of surilmarizing the individual comments of each 

of the non-l'DC parties, \ve hAVe grouped their coum'lents by the type of issue 

that is raised. 

Many of the non-UOC parties who filed comnfents favor the concept of a 

UNIS, andrecoi't\mend that immediate steps be taken to iillplemeilt sOn\e form 

of such a systen\. ihese parties believe that the UNIS will result in many 

benefits$uch as: (1) fadlitath\g competition; (2)rcdudng errors assoCiated with 

SDPs and rooodng the possible corruption of data; (3) lowering overall 

transaction'costs; (4) providing a Coilsistent point of reference; (5) improving 

routine data exchanges; (6) simplifyitlg auditing and tracking procedures; and 

(7) increasing the certainty with whkhcon'U~\erdal disputes can betes61ved. 

These non-UOCs favor the in\n\ediate implen\entation of a UNIS because 

of the developing direct access market. They con\ment that the introduction of 

a UN IS at this shlge will not cause major disruptioIls 10 the UOC's computer 

systems or personnel, and that UNIS can be implemented much more quickly 

because the number of current direct access clistolners is stm relatively small. 

Also, since the UNIS C(\1\ affect how other direct access tr,1nsadions and 

procedures are" designed, the quicker the UNIS is hl'lplemented, the better. 

Some of the non-UOCs contend that the Workshop Report does Ilot 

identify the specific actions that are needed to implement a UNIS. Instead, the 

Workshop I{eport calls for a process to further discuss the need (or a UNIS, the 

benefits of such a system, the various proposals for a UNIS, and the estimated 

costs (or c~,ch proposal. l1\cse commenting parties believe tha"t the Commission 

-7-
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should immediately adopt a set of minimal steps to implenlcnt a UN IS at a 

modest cost, alld direct affected parties to do the folloWing: (1) the UNIS\VG 

participants and other int~l'ested parties should promptly desigll the UNI 

number data field and deve10p the necessary rules and procedures to ensure 

that the nUll1bers will be unique and permanenti (2) the UOCs should be 

directed to create a UNI field in all standard DASR-re1ated transactions; (3) the 

UOCs should be directed to assign UNI nunlbers to all DASRs it has processed 

to date, and on a continuing basis to all future DASRs; (4) the UOCs should be 

directed to incorporate the UNI field into aU standard meter data management 

transactions; (5) the Permanent Standards \Vorkitlg Group (PSWG) should be 

directed to im:orporate the UNIS into its re<:omnlended perfotmam~e standards 

for MDMAs; (6) the UOCs should be dirci:tcd to maintain a master llstof all 

direct access UNI nun\bers for SOPs on their distribution systeri1s, and that such 

lUIIl'lbers be readily accessible by all authorized parties; (7) the UOCs should be 

directed to create SOP records that correspond to each UNI number, and that 

each SOP record include the UNI nUl'nberj the identity of the UOC; the physical 

location of the SOP; and the identity of the ESP scrvh\g the SOP, together with 

the servicc start and end dates; (8) that the Data Quality and Integrity \Vorking 

Group (DQl\VG) be directed to assume the existence of the UNIS as a given 

clement and to incorporate that assumption into its reconlnlendations for 

addressing data quality and integrity problems; (9) that anyone interested it\ 

performing the activities that arc assigned to the UOCs be invited to participate 

in the event the UOCs cannot implementlhe systel\\ bC<'au$e of cost concerns or 

oper,ltional constr,lints; (10) in anticipation of extending the UNIS to all SOPs in 

the UDCJs distribution s}'stemsJ the UOCs should identify (\lid exploit low·cost 

opporhu\ities to create UNI numbers for those SDPs; and (11) the parties should 

be directed to design the UNI data field and numbering rules to ensure that the 

-8-
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design does not preclude expanding the UNIS to incorporate gas SOPs or its 

ability to link the California UNIS to a multistate or national system. 

The UOCs who commented ackllowledge that the UN IS may have 

bencfits~ but believe the Cominission should take a more cautious approach 

before a UNIS is adopted. Since each ot the UOC's cOllullents raised different 

(oncerns, we have sumn\arizcd each of their comments below. 

PG&E acknowledges that there arc benefits to a' UNIS, but contend that 

nlote thought and analysis ate needed to understand the costs and design 

rcquirernents of such a system. PG&E cautions that before the Comnlission 

adopts and implements aUNIS, the Commission must consider the cost impact 

of such a system and deternline whether all nlarketparticipants support sitch an 

undertaking. The Commission needs to consider the impact on other 

COll\t'nission-mandated activities that the UDes Me already required to 

\ll\dertake before the Commission orders the in\plernentation of the UNIS. . 

SeCtiOI\ 1.2 of the Workshop Report provides a process and timeline to resolve 

these kinds of (ollcerils. 

PG&E (ontends that the cost estin\ates and model which arc cOlHaincd in 

the \Vorkshop Report were developed withollt the input of PG&Ei and that they 

arc unrealistic. PG&E estimates that the programnling cost to identify and Jink 

the various types of customer information to the UNI numbers will be at least $8 

to $10 million. PG&E estimates that the (ost to design and establish a database 

of SDPs wHl (ost an additional $5 nlillion. These c6sls lnay inacase depending 

on'the (il\al scope of an adopted UNIS implementation plan. 

PG&E supports SDG&E'sproposal for a limited te~t of a possible UNIS. 

PG&E feels that the informatlon gathered fron\ the pl10t can be used to assess 

whether the UNIS should be expanded. 

-9-
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SCE commented that the \Vorkshop Report reflects considerable 

disagreen1ent between the parties. SCE bc}ic\;es that the cost of implementing a 

UNIS is likely to be significant. SCE estimates that the cost may range from $3 

million to $10 million, and that the cost may increase if the UNIS is linked to 

other databases. seE feels that the cost of such a system may exceed the 

intended benefits, and that since the UNIS is not required for the market to 

function, customers should not be burdened with additional Public Utilities 

Code § 376 charges .. ~ 

'. The workshop report contains suggestions that the UNIS be used to track 

unaccounted (or energy losses or distribution I()~es. SCE contends that the 

"'lethod described in the report will only detect the nonreporting of energy and 

not any misreporting. ~E believes that any system used to detect mistcporting 

. will also capture non .. reportillg, which makes the UN IS superfluous. SCE 

believes that the decision to impleJl\ent a UNIS should wait until the DQl\VG 

decide how UFH and distribution losses can be accoUllted lor. 

SCH also responded to the five questions asked in D.97-12-q90. In 

response to the first question, SeE contends that there is disagreement as to 

whether the UNIS is Jlcces5<'lry, and that all the parties first need to agree 'hat 

the UNIS is needed. 111e next step then is to estimate the costs of such a system, 

and whether the participants arc willing to pay (or such a system. seE f,wors 

the proposal in the \Vorkshop Report which recommends that specific prop6&1ts 

and cost estimates be developed first. 

On the second questioll, seE docs not sec the need to create a database of 

all SDPs. Should the Commission find that a new numbering system is needed, 

SCE supports working with market participants to develop a numbering sys~enl. 

, AU code section references are to the Public Utilities Code. 
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Regarding the third question, SeE contends that since the UDC is 

responsible (or creating and nlaintaining the SOPs, the UOCs should be 

responsible for assigning the nUfnbers to the SDPs. seE believes that havii\g 

other entities assign the numbers would complicate the process, increase costs, 

and cause delays or errors in assigning the UNls to each SDP. 

h\ response to the fourth question" seE states that procedures arc already 

in place to track information between the parties, and that the UNII'lumber 

would just be an additional infonnationaI field. If the UNI numbers atc linkoo 

to custofi'lcr and metcdnformatiol1, cate must be taken to ensutethat ESPs are 

restrkted to only ac~essing their custon\er-specific data. 

With regard to the filth question, SCE states' that 'it alread}' has a . 
numbering system that is being used by E$Ps for MoMA and DASR 

transaCtions .. These numbers rell'lah\ constant so long as the customer resides at 

the partic~Jar SDP. The cost of this systel'l\ is already in rates. If a new 

numbering system. is implemented, thea the UOCs, existing ESPs, and the 

MDMAs mllst change their systems from the currclH ft.tnctionitlg system. SCE 

contends that if a new numbering systen\ is developed, the costs should not be 

recovered (rom ratepayers through § 376 costs. Instead, the cost of the new 

numbering system should be borne by the ESPs and the MDMAs. 

SCE agrees that the UNI can serve as all inforn\ational too], but contends 

that the use of such a number will not reduce the infOnnation needed for certain 

tr,\nSac(iOJiS such as submitting DASRS or posting uSttgc il\(ornlation on the 

MDMA server. SCE also ~ontends that the use of a UNI (or each SDP Jl\ay be a 

problem if two different cllstomers have financial responsibility (or the same 

SDP during a month, which is frequently the case with apartments .. In addition, 

by C1ssiglling a single UNI to each SDP will inevitably lead to tl\istakcs be~ause 

of human error. 
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SCE also conlmentcd on Appendix A which was attached to the 

Workshop Report. SeE recommends that the COllunission disregard the 

information in Section A.l of the Appendix because that information was not 

discllssed at the workshop. SCE states thett one of the alleged benefits of a UNI 

number is that it elin'linates the need for service account numbers and meter 

identification numbers. SCE believes, however, that the identity of the customer 

at the site is just as in'tportant as the iden'tificatio]\ of the site. Requiring that 

servke account hlforn'lation be prOVided when a DASR is submitted is one way 

of reducing slan'tming since the ESP must obtain the service account in(ornlation 

fro11\ the clistoiner. If a list of UNIs was used instead, seE contends that 

unethical ESPs could inore easily silbnut false DASRs. 

Section A.2 of Appendix A describes a process that would compare 

reported usage to a n'aster UNllist on a daily basis to detedSDPs that have not 

been accounted lor. seE states that such a process may result tn mote time' 

being spent (omparhlg the reported usage to the SDPs, than finding an SDP that 

was not included in a schedulit~g coordinators' submission to the ISO. In 

addition, seE contends that the UNIS offers rninimal protection in identifying 

inaccurate reporting situations, and it \vould not detect underreporting of a 

Jl'tcter's usagc or Illisapplkatiol\ of distribution loss factors and load. seE states 

that it is developing internal systems to detcct when an ESP fails to schedule for 

a customer or under reports lISt1ge load. seE contends that such systems arc 

)\\ore (e(\siblc and cost effective than an auditing system based solely on a UNI 

numbering systen'l.. 

Section A.3 describes the possible cost recovery of the UNIS from direct 

access customers. seE does not support that propos-al bec(luse it places the 

recovery burden On the UOC. SCE also cOIHel\ds that there shottld be no prc-set -. 

limit on the costs of such a systen", because § 376 allows the UOC to recover the 
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reasonable costs that arc rcquircd to implemcnt direct acccss. SCE also points 

out tha't the scope of the UNIS project is likely to chang~as new issues arise, 

whkh will further inctease costs. SCE (avors a cost recover), proposal that 

would recover the costs iron\ those who benefit (rom the systen\. 

Sections A.4 andA.5 of Appendix A discuss proposals to link the UNIS to 

other information, and that such it\(OnilatlOn be nlaintained by a central entity. 

sen (ontcl\ds that the creation of a new elUity is not needed, and that this will 

sinlply indease'costs (\nd regulatory oversight. SCE also (ontends that a central 

, database would duplka'te the infoin\ation that the UDCs ah:cady have. SCE. 

asserts that if thete is a benefit to these hvo proposals, then it should be teitto 

the marketpla'cc to devel.op this c~pabnity and the costs should be rec6veroo 

. ironY the entities thai want those kinds of servkes. 

SDG&E is of the opinion that the UNIS, as discussed in the Workshop 

ReportJ needs extensive additional work before the Con\mission should ,support 

such a concept. 

SDG&E generally agrees with the Workshop Report that a UN IS ~an help 

in the settl~n\('nt proceSs. HO\vever,SDG&B believes that ,his goal can be n\et 

morc sin'lply, inexpensively, and imh\edi'atcly, by " basic numberit\g system that 

would be used for dire(t access accounts. Such a systen .. would use a unique 

reference number to identify" particular SDp. By adding the UNI to a 

customer's DASR and MDl\1A re~ords, sbG&n asserts that all of the necessary 

clements will be available to facilitate the settlement process. SDC&E does not 

believe that a n\ore elaborate UNIS Is necessary, and a.dditional consultants and 

clearinghouses should not be employed to develop the UNIS concept. 

SDG&E supports the development of a pilot program to test the 

settlement process with at least o)\e ESP at\d one SCheduling corirditlator. 

SDG&E believes that such an experiment can provIde valuable in(ormati()n 
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about the UNIS concept, and can be used·to better define costs and benefits. 

SDG&E is willing to conduct this pilot on its direct access accounts using 

existing system logic to create a UNI for all these SDPs. H such a proposal is 

approved, SDG&E will conduct the pilot and report 01\ its results to the 

Comn\ission and all parties. 

v. Joint Parttes~ Proposal 
In the preferred alternative, the joint parties have proposed that a unique 

identifying number be assigned to each db'cd access SOP. 'rhe proposal defines 

the SOP as the"end point of the UOC's eleCtric distribution network, where the 
- . 

energy is delivered by the UOC to the end-use customer. Most often, the SOP is 

the individual Jl1etcr socket. There are exceptions, such as itt the case of some 

street lights \vhere meters may not beprcscllt. . 

This unique identifying number would be rderred to as the SDp number . 

. EachSDP number would be a uilique nllmb~r. It is proposed that the SOP 

number have a rt\aximun\ length of 36 characters and consist of two segments. 

The first segment of the SOP number field would be UOC-spccilk. The second 

segnlent would consist of a field up to 29 alph<'mumcric char.)cters which would 

be assigned by each UOC, so long as the uniqueness is preserved within its own 

service territory. The SOP number would be permanently assigned to each SOP, 

and would not change for the service life of the SDP. 

The joint propo&11 calls for the SDP number to be incorpoc;;1tcd into all 

DASR and l\1DMA information exchanges involving a direct access SDp. In 

additiOJ'I, the proposal caBs (or the SOP number to be used in the nletcted us.,ge 

data that is passed by the ESPs to the scheduling coordinator and then to the ISO 

for settlement. As other information exchanges arc identified, the SDP number 

may be used in those other exchanges if agreed to by the parties. 
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The proposal calls for each of the three UOCs to create a ntlrnbering 

system using their present systems. For SOC&E, existing system logk would be 

used to create SOP numbers (or all SOPs in SDG&E's service territory. SDG&E's 

Illimbering systen\ ·would usc the 12 digit premise identifier that is currently in 

usc by SDG&E~ with a prefix that would be assigned to SDG&E to ensure the 

uniqueness of its SDP numbers. 

PG&E currently assigns a unique identifying number to each·new direct 

access account, whkh it refers to as its "gen-I D." All direct acCess customers in 

PG&E's service territory have a gen-ID number, and all future direct a(~ess 

customers will have one.as we1l. PG&E's existing customer records, ir\dllding 

UDC, ESPand meter address identifiers, are linked to the geri.IO. Under the 

joint proposal, PG&E w·ould ~6ritil\ue to use the gen-ID. 

PG&E/s gen-ID arc sen\i·perr\\anenl. The gen-ID changes only when the 

customer a\ the nteter changes~ PG&E proposes to work with the apptopriate 

subgroup of the Rule 22 Tari(/ Review Group to ad~ress the permanency of its 

8(')\·ID numbering system and numbering (onl\at. . 
. . 

SCE curreJUly assigns a service account I\tIl\\b~r to all ot its direct access 

accom\ls. This number is site and cust()J)\er specific, but like PG&Ws numbering 

s}'stenl, changes when a new customer assumes responsibility for the SOP. seE 
currently communicates this number as part of its DASR and MOMA 

transactions. 

SCE also utiliz~s a nine digit installed service number to id~nti(y a SOP. 

This nunlber does not change if the meter or customer changes at the SOP. SCE 

currently places the lellers "SCE" in front of the installed service nUJ"l\ber. At the 

present time, the installed service number is not used in the OASR or ~10~fA 

process, though itcould be included. The joint proposal states that SCE wHl 

commit to placing the installed service number in its OASR and MDMA data 
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exchanges when there is ~n update to the OASR and l\.1DMA communication 

standards. 

The joint proposal calls lor the assigl\nlCnt of SDP numbers to all direct 

accC$s SOPs by January 1,1999. For existing direct aCCess SDPs,it is proposed 

that the unes infornl the relevant ESP of the SI)P nunlber through an account 

maintenance transaction. For new direct acceSs SOPs, it is pioposed that the 

UDes include the SOP number in their response to the ESP's DASR. The ESP 

would then be responsible for providing the SOP nun\bets fot all of its SOPs to 

its MOMA and scheduling coordinator. _ 

lhe proposal also calls for the inclusion of the SDP nUtl\bers in the DASR 

and MDMA'data exchanges during the ncxt process to update the DASR and 

1\1D1\1A cOfi\n\unication standards. To coordinate this it\dusion, it is proposed 

that these ef(orts be coordinated through the Rule 22 Tariff Review Group and 

the MDMA \Votking Group, respectively. 

The joint parties. also believe that DASR and meter data information 

('xchanges arc likely to undergo a nligralion from the California Meter Exchange 

Protocol to an electronic data interchange (orrnal. The jOint proposal calls for 

resolving SDP number (ormat and pern'anency issues as part o( this possiblc 

new format. 

The joint proposal rc<on\mends that the Commission take the following 

steps. First, that the Commission authorize the implementation of an energy 

transactions tracking system in accordance with the joint proposa1. Second, that 

the UDCs be authorized to participate in the implementation prOCess described 

in the joint propos(ll, alld that reasonable costs be recovered through appropriate 

regulatory procedures. -And third, the joint proposal recommends that the 

C01l\Jllission find that the UNIS\VG has met the Commission requirements as set 

forth in 0.97-12-090 and that the working group process be closed. 
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VI. Discussion 
The opening of the electric industry to competition. has resulted in 'Il\any 

new information exchanges between the various parlies irwolved in the 

production, procurement, transmission, distribution and use of electricity. 'nle 

UOCs presently use a comb~nation of meter numbers, account numbers, and 

custoiner names as the SOP identifiers to link the transactions between the 

various business entities that are involved. , There is no single, uniform, 

permanent numbering systenl that the UOCs use to Identify e('tch SDP. Instead, 

each UOC maintains its own internal systeI1\ to track the SOPs. It does not 

appear that these internal numbering syst~n\s are shared with the ESPs and 

MD~1As when teferring to a specific SDP. To minimiz~ these multiple' 

identifiers, and to ensure that such inforrnation exchanges remah\ reliable, the 

UNI numbering system was proposed. 

\Ve are persuaded that a UNIS will bebenefidal. OJ\e of the advantages 

of such a system is that a unique nUIl'lber is assigned to each point or site that the 

UOC, ESP and other entities interact at to provide electricity. The use of such a 

numbering system will allow all market participants to refer to a p:trticulat SOP 

in an unarnbiguolls manner, mthet than using a combination of different 

identifiers to refer to the same SOP. The assigm'nent of a UNI number to each 

SDP will also result in all. SOP record. The SDP record will reflect the history of 

the ESf's sCfving a particular SOP, including the service start and end dates. 

Another benefit of moving forward with the adoption of a UNIS is that 

the other parties who participate in the direct access process will have an 
incentive to design systcn\s and procedures which utilize the UNI numbering 

system. For example, if the UOCs are reqUired to develop UNls and incorporate 

them into all DASR and MOMA trJnSactioils, then the ESPs and MDMAs arc 

likely to utilize the UNI numbers as wc1l. TIle use of the numbering system oy 
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these entities may also influence scheduling coordinators and the ISO to utilize 

the UNI nun\ber in their tr,lnsactions as well. 

We agree with those comn'lenting parties who contend that the 

Commission should implement a UNIS as soon as possible, rather tha1\ adopting 

a slower iinplementalion schedule. As recognized itt 0.97-12-090, an imn\ediate 

response is favored because direct access is still in its developing stages and a 

window of opportunity exists to adopt and inul'lediately implement a UNI 

numbering system.' The rec()nU'l'~ndation in Section 1.2 of the Workshop Report 

will not result in'thc rapid implemcntationof a UNIS. Instead, thal 

recominendation takes a much slower and deliberate approach to establishing 

such a sYsteq'l.' We favor aptoeess and a schedule that is patterned alter the 

'preferred attcfnativc.Sii\~e the ptcferted alternative is also supported by PC&E, 

SCE and SDG&E,the rapid hrtplen\Chlatioho( a UNIS does not appear to be a . 

problcll\ (Of. these UOCs . 

. In order to quickly implement a UNIS, we recognize that the scope of such 

a systen\ needs to be limited so that the near-term implementation activities 

minimize the resource and cost irnpacts on relevant parties. Thus, the systeJ}\ 

design should take into account some practical considerations. Since each of the . 

three UDCs currently usc their o\vn it\ternal nun'lbering system to identify cach 

SDP, the design of the UNIS should recognize this. With some minof 

modifications, the presel\t nlimbcrillg systen\ can result in a quick and Jow cost 

numbering plan. 

The proposed linkage of the UNIS to other existing databases should also 

. be consideroo. Instead of linking the nun\bering system to every SDP and other 

existing databClses, the UNI should only be assigned to those SDPs which serVc 

direct access customers. This will reduce the amount of work the UDes will 

ha\'c to do because they will not be required to immediately change the 
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identifiers for ever}' SOP in their service territories. \Ve recognize that in order 

for the UDC to assign the UNI number to each SOP, an SOP record needs to be 

maintained as well. 111is should not be unduly burdensonle since all the UDCs 

currently maintain SOIne version of an SOP record. 

Today's dedsion adopts a UNIS whereby PG&E, SCE and SDG&E shall be 

responsible for assigning a unique identifying Jabcl to each SOP which serves a 

direct access end-use customer in their respective service territories. For the 

purpose of the UNIS, a SOP is defined as the end point of the UOC's electric 

distribution network, where the energy is delivered by the uoC to the end-use 

customer. In the event no meter socket exists at the end point, the SOP record 

. shall describe the tern\ination point for the sOP. 'The unique, identifying label 

that is ('\ssigned to each SOP shall be referred to as the SOP number. The design 

of the SOP numbers and the assignment of the nun\bcr to each SOP that ser\'es 

direct access custonlers, shall be implenlcnted no laterthatt 180 days from today. 

As rc<:omll\ended iJl the preferred altermltive, We will perolit PG&E, SCE 

and SDG&E to USe their gen·ID nun\ber, installed service nUI\lbec,('\nd premise 

identifier, respectively, as the basis for the SOP numbering system. The UOCs 

may prefix their respective identifiers with other llUmbers or letters to ensure 

that each UDC's SOP numbers arc unique. Since'the current identifying system 

that PG&E uses may change as the customer at a particular SOP changes, PG&E 

and the other UOCs shall be directed to explore ways in which the SDP lUimbers 

can be Inade permanent for the service life of the SOP. 

For SOPs that already serve direct aCcess customers, the UDC shall notify 

the ESP serving the end-usc customer at that SOP of the SOP number through an 

account maintellancc transaction. For any ne\\, direct access SOP, the UDC shal1 

inform the ESP of the SOP nunlber in th~ Doc's response to the ESP's DASR. 
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Each UDC shall also be required to maintain a SOP record. At a 

1l1inimum, the 'SOP record shall consist of the folloWing information: (1) the SOP 

number; (2) the UOC responsible for that SOP; (3) a description of the SOP's 

physical location; (4) the ESP serving, and those who have served, the end-use 

customer at that SOP; and (5) the service start date and service end dale of each 

ESP serving that SOP. This kind of inforn\ation is contained within the OASRs 

that Me subnliUed to the UDcs. Once the SOP record is created, it will m.i"ke it 

easier for all (uture n\ctering and hilling transactions 16 simply refer to the SDP 

nUinber when referring to a customer at a specific SOP. 

It is appropriate for the UOCs to assign the SOP I\um~ers and to maintain 

" the SOP record becauSe the UOCs are the entities responsible (or the distribution 

systent· The UOC is also theprirnaiy poirit of contact whell an ESP signs up a 

new direct acccss cus10"n\ef. Upon receipt of a DASR form fn)o\ the ESP, the 

UDC will have aU of the information th"t it needs to conlplete the SOP record. 

Since the UOC is r~sponsible for these efforts; we do not sec a need for an 

independent, thitd-party to mc'lintain the SDP numbers and SDP records . 

. The first three items in the SOP record shall be .. nade available to the ESP 

who submits a valid OASR foro) for that SDP. Information regarding any prior 

ESP serving a particular SOP, and the servke start and service end dates, shall 

only be ll\ade avc'tilab1e if a billing dispute arises. Under such a circumstance, 

thai information shaH only be released to the end-use customer and the ESP with 

whom the bill is disputed. 

\Ve shall also adopt the preferred aiternativc's recommendation that the 

SOP number be incorporated into all DASH. information exchangcs that involve 

a direct access SDP. The UDCs and the ESf's shall include the SOP number in all 

DASR-related exchanges. We shall require that the SOP number be 

incorpor<lted into all such information exchang<-'s within 180 days fron't today. 
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The preferred alternative also rcconunends that the SOP number be 

incorporated iilto all MDMA exchanges, h\duding the metered usage data that 

the ESP passes to the $chedulitlg coordinator. \Ve will require that the UDCs, 

ESPs and MDMAs include the SDP number in aU of the l\.10MA informati01\ 

exchanges anlong themselves within 180 days fronl today. 

We authorize PG&E, seE and SDG&E to track in their electric 

restructuring nlemorandull\ accounts the expenditures related to the SOP 

numbering systen\ and related activities as. discussed in this decision. We 

conclude that the reasonable costs of such expenditures arc recoverable from 

their custon\ers pursuant to § 376 because the costs arc being incurred to 

inlplcmet\tdireCl access. The decisi6h as to when these costs Call be recovered in 

. rates shaH be addressed in the transition costs portion of thIs proceeding. 

As noted in the COrl\mCI\ts and the preferred alternative, some of the 

. parties believe that the DQI\VG, the PSWG, and the UDC-MOMA Working 

Group, should recomn\(~nd how the SOP numbers can best be utilized (or 

. addressing certain concerns regarding data quality, performance standards and 

metering. We agree that the working groups should be perrnitted to develop 

reCOll\r'nendations as to how the SDP numbers should be utilized. \Ve will 

address such recommendations in a future decision. 

SDG&E has proposed in the \Vorkshop Report and in its comments to 

conduct a pilot to evaluate the use of including UNls in the settlemcnt process. 

SDG&E's pilot proposes to involve at least one ESP and the ESP's scheduling 

coordinator, (lnd jf interested, the ISO. SDG&E believcs that the pilot will help 

define and test how the UNI numbers ((In be used, and what applications arc 

required for the di((erent market participants. 

Since this decision orders the UOCs to immediately frnplcment the SOP 

numbering systenl and to include the SDP numbers in the transactions between 
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the UDes, ESPs, and MO}..1As, there is no longer a need for a pilot prograrn that 

involves the HDCs, ESPs and MDMAs. However, since the l1se of the SOP 

nuni.bers does not exteI,d to scheduling coordinators, a pilot program that 

('xamines the IISC of SOP numbers among the scheduling coordinators, the ESPs, 

and the ISO could be beneficial. If SDG&H stilt wants to pursue the latter kind of 

pilot program, SDG&E nlay file within 90 days fronl today a motion requcsting 

authorization to do so. The motion shall include a description of the purpose of 

the pilot program, the kind of entities that will be involved, the duration of the 

pilot, the estimated costs of conduding the pilot, and the s~hedule for SDG&E's 

analysis of the results of the pilot program. TIu~ Illotion shall be filed and 

served, Mid responses to the motion n\ay be filed, in accordance with Rule 45 of 

the Comlnission's Rules of l'ractke and Procedure. Should the n'lotion be filed, 

the Comn\ission will address the motion in a subsequent decision. 

As a (ollowup to the implementation of the UNIS, we will require PG&E, 

SeE, and SDG&E to file and serve ~ither separate or joint reports with the 

Commission within 180 days from. today. The report shall describe each UDe's 

SOP numbering system; how its numbering system pteserves a unique identifier 

for each SOPj whether c"lch SOP number is permanently assigned to each direct 

access SDP; and how the SOP numbers wm be incorporated into all the different 

direct access iniorn\ational exchanges, ir'lcludillg the DASR transactions and 

meter data lrililsactions. Any interested party desiring to comment on the report 

shall file its comments within 21 dl\ys of theliling of the report. Should it be 

necessary, the Commission shall then issue another decision to address any 

rem~illil\g UNIS issues. 

\Ve recognize that at some point, it may be beneficial to extend the SDP 

numbers to the stllallcr UOCs, and that consideration be given to extending such 

a system to Ilumlcipally owned electric utilities and to other states, as well as to 
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other delivery points (or (onmlOdities such as natural gas or water. Suggestions 

have also been" made to extend the use of the SOP numbers to transactions 

involving scheduling coordinators and the ISO. Due to jurisdictional problems 

and other reasons .. today's decision refrains fron~ imposing any requireInents or 

goals with respect to these issues. Should any party believe that these kinds of 

issues need to be resolved fairly soon, they can raise those issues in their 

comments to the Uoc report as described below. 

Since this decision authorizes the UOCs to design and ffriplefl\ent the SOP 

nUJl\bering systenl, there is nO longer a need to continue the UNISWG.The 

UNIS\VG shoUld therefore be dissolved. 

Findings of Fact 
t. The Commission approVed the con~ept of ti UNIS in O.97-12-090al\d·· 

authorized the UNISWG to address the design and implementation issues 

associated with such a system. 

2. The \Vorkshop Report vias sllbinittcd to the Commission on March 25, 

1998. 

3. D.97-12-090 te(ognizes that an opportunity exists to adopt and implement 

a UNI numbering system during the developing stages of direct access. 

4. The Augu·st 21, 1998 joint letter to the Commissioners sets forth a 

preferred alternative for tesolving the issues raised in the Workshop Report. 

5. The UNIS is described in the \Vorkshop Report as a system for assigning a 

unique, permanent, non-intelligent identification number to each SOP 01\ the 

l'Ieclric utility's distribution system. 

6. The SOP is defined in the Workshop Report as the point where reguJated 

pricing of retail delivery services ends and the domain of compNitive end·user 

products and services begins. 
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7. The lVorkshop I{eport recommends that a process be adopted whereby 

the UNIS\VG develops specific UNIS proposals for the Comnlission, together 

with cost estimates for impJen\enting such proposals. 

8; The non-UOC parties who filed comments favor the concept of a UNIS, 

and recommend that immediate steps be taken to implement some form of such 

a system. 

9. The UOCs who commented I'e<onlmend that the Commission take a n\Oie 

cautious approach before adopting a UNIS. 

10. The preferred alternative propOses that a unique identifying number be 

assigned to each direct a~cess SDP. 

11. The preferred alterna live defines lhe SOP as the eJ\d pOint of thcUDc's 

electric distributiol'a network, where the energy is delivered to the end-use 

customer by the UOC. 

12. The preferred alternative recommet'lds that the SOP l\u"\1:>er be 

incorporated into all OASR and MOMA information exchanges involving a 

direct access SOP. 

13. Opening the electric industry to competition has resulted in Jl\any new 

information exchanges between the various parties. 

14. The UOCs presently use a con\bination of meter numbers, account 

numbers, and customer nantes as the SOP identifiers to link the transactions 

between the various business entities that are involved. 

15. The use of a tJNIS will allow all market participants to refer' to a particular 

SOP in an unambigllous manner, r,lther than using a combination of different 

identifiers to refer to the same SOP. 

16. Since the preferred alternative is supported by PG&E, SCE and ~DG&E, 

the rapid hWplementation of the UNIS does not appcelf to be a problem [or these 

UOCs. 
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17. There is no necd (or an independent" third-parly to maintain thc SOP 

numbers and SOP records. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The Commission should ililplcn\cnt a UNIS as 5001\ as possible. 

2. PG&B" seE and SOG&E shouldbe diI'ctted to design it SDP numbering 

systcm and tt) assign SOP numbers to each SDP Ihat serves a direct acccss end

USc custonlet. 

3. !he ESPsshould be l'equir~d to include the SDP nUnlbcr on an DASR-
, . . -

related and rv1DMA·rclatcd information exchanges. 

4. iheMOMAs should be requited to include the SOP nun\ber On all 

MDMA-telatedin(o'rn\atiot\ exd{anges. 

S. lne reasonable costs 6t the 'SOP rillInberi~g system :md relatcd activities 

arc recoverable [rom their custoIhers because the costs are being incurred to 

fmpicment direct access: 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. A unh'ersalnode identifier ~ystell\ (UNIS), as discussed in this decision, is 
- , 

adopted [or P,'ldfic Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), San Diego Gas & Electric 

Con'pany (SDG&B), and Solilhern Cali(Onlia Edisol' Coinpat\y (SeE). 

a. \Vithit\ 180 days [ron) tod(~,y, these three utility distribution 
companies (UDCs) shaH develop and assign a unique,· 
identifying label (or ea(;h service deliv~ry point (SOP) which 
serves a direct access cnd·use customer' in their respective 
service territories, Arid shall maintain a SOP record lor each SOP 
number in the (orn\~t described in this deCision. 
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b. For each direct access SOP, the UOCs shall notify the electric 
service providers (ESPs) serving those SOPs of the 
corresponding SOP number. 

c. The UDCs shaH explore ways in which the SOP nUlllbers can be 
f!lade permanent for the service life of the SOP. 

d. \Vithin 180 days (rort\ today, the UOCs shaH include the SDP 
Illllnber in all direct access service request (OASR)-rclated 
iniormatiol\ 'exchanges and in all n'letcr data managcn\ent
related iniormatiOIl exchanges. 

e. 'PG&E, SC'S and SDG&B arc authortzed to track their 
expendifures forthe'SOP nUll\ber,ing system and related 
requiren\ents in their n\emorandum accounts that were 
established pursuant to Public Utilities Cod~ § 376. 

<: ~ " 

f .. Within 180 days fton\ today, PG&H, SCE and SDG&E shall file 
and serve dther separate reports or a joint report with the 
Commissioh regarding the' details of the inlplemCl'ltation of the 
UN IS as discussed in this decision. 

, (1) Any interested party desiring to comment on the report 
shall (i1e and serve their comments within 21 days of the 
filing of the report. 

2. Should SDG&E decide to do so, it may file a ll'lotiOll seeking authorization 

to conduct a pilot program involving the use of the SDP numbers itl 

informationallransactions among scheduling coordinators, electric service 

providers, the UDC, and possibly the Independent System Operator. 

a. The motion shall cOl'tain the information described in the text of 
this decision cmd shall be filed within 90 days (rom toda.y's date. 

b. Any responses to the motion shall be filed in accordance with 
Rule 45(l). 
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